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ABSTRACT:
There have been pollution threats in many ways regarding to our Malawi, as well as worldwide
causing damage to the natural resources and harming humans. But it’s quite difficult to assess
causes and damage usually they are complex. Agriculture pollution is normally diffused by the
nature, arising at low levels but leading to significant cumulative impacts. Looking at
agricultural pollution it is too significant reasons. Accurate assessments of problems and costs of
pollution and the development of policies and technologies to reduce pollution, but, there are
only a few meet the required partnership between specialists.Disciplines and institutions of
people who produce or suffer the impact of the pollution. Likely, there are less countries in
central Africa that does these technological assessment and policies for development.

INTRODUCTION:
Many consequences rise with agricultural methodology and activity widespread in contamination
of water, food and air. Countries are increasingly likely to suffer; these are by no means of
restriction for the industrialized but to only focus to its economies. Although some agricultural
pollutants damage agriculture itself, as when pesticides kill its naturally enemy of pests or the
contaminate groundwater used for irrigation, mostly they affect other sectors of society.This
means that agricultural performance, measured in terms of food or fibred production, is accorded
a level of success that does not reflect the true internal and external costs. In practice the
assessment of these effects and external costs is very complex, and we must be cautious for two
reasons. First, agriculture is not to blame. Take nitrates for example: Drinking water, threaten the
health of infants by indirectly inducing the blue-baby syndrome. However, they are just as likely
to have been derived from human organic wastes as from fertilizers.Most likely that the famer
does not perceive pollution as to affect their livelihoods, ignoring the costs and looking at a
result. But with respect these costs are taken to be small if their only realized.
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THE SOCIAL COSTS OF THE AGRICULTURAL POLLUTIONS:
•

•

Another case concerns pesticide residues in food that pesticides occur in foods.
Sometimes in excess of recommended concentrations is known, yet to date there appears
to be no evidence of harm arising from their consumption. Put together they represent
very damaging cumulative stresses that could eventually threaten the whole base for
agricultural production itself. Despite these cautions, there is still concrete evidence of
disruption, degradation and contamination of water, food and air by agricultural pollution
in industrialized and developing countries.
Pesticides derived from disease vector programs as well as agriculture are also potential
contaminants of water and food in developing countries. Another example is soil erosion
which in some circumstances, can be as high from naturally vegetated as from cultivated
land. Second, the level of uncertainty over the route from pollutant to consequence is still
high in several cases. For instant the link between nitrates and cancer is still contentious
although the carcinogenic Nitrous compounds can be synthesized in humans, it is still not
known whether this results in cancer. At macro level the epidemiological evidence is also
conflicting, and despite many studies no conclusions have yet been reached.

THREATS TO THE ENVIRONMENT:
Although each pollution problem has its own peculiar underlying causes, there are a number of
common themes that can be drawn out of the complexity. The relation to the trends of
agricultural intensification, the costs of inputs and economic overuse, and the perceptions of
people involved in production and consumption. The farmers may produce pollution and also by
their activities reduce it, and the consumers may affect the market demand for products by their
choices.

INTENSIFICATION OF AGRICULTURE:
Crop residues incorporated in the soil or fed to livestock, and manures returned to the land could
be absorbed and utilized.Wood and livestock fodder made from trees and shrubs, harbored
natural enemies of pests, and the roots bound the soil against erosive forces. But looking at
nowadays farming precautions has been diminished generating few external impacts and using
few external resources. But much has changed over recent years.Farms in the countries and
resource-rich areas of the developing countries have become more productive, so they have
become larger and fewer in number, increasingly mechanized, less reliant on human labor. In
most countries, these changes have been called a “Green Revolution” in which the single goal of
increased productivity was achieved largely through the introduction of modern varieties of
crops augmented by the use of fertilizers and pesticides.Intensification has also brought new
practices that have in turn led to greater chemical use.In the irrigated lowlands, the varieties of
rice that are directly sown require more herbicides because weed problems increase when rice is
not transplanted.
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Increased use of nitrogen has increased disease sheath blight, and staggered planting has
increased the incidence of other pests. As it results to decreased crop rotations and increased use
of pesticides on the new higher-yielding varieties.
•

•

•

Even with careful use of fertilizers and pesticides, the potential for pollution grows with
increasing use. In high temperature regions that temperature hits 30-50 percent nitrogen
that been applied in fertilizers is lost greater losses are seen in the tropics
Pesticides too are lost to the environment, or remain in the crop as a residue. For
pesticides this is particularly problematic because few are selective. Basically there is that
kind of interference with biological processes to range of organisms. Studies has shown
through their investigations that 20,000 chemicals for each pesticides been discovered.
For some years ago the average was only 1800.
Thus most new pesticides will be broad spectrum compounds acting on a range of
different pest organisms, and inevitably affecting a wide range of non-target organisms,
including humans. In future, much will depend upon the methods of crop fertilization and
pest control that are adopted, and the picture may well change as fertilizer and pesticide
usage increases.

COST OF THE INPUTS:
Relative cost of most agricultural area be countries are those policies of subsidizing the
production and sales, this mostly happens in countries that has little knowledge of effects of
these subsidized agrochemicals. Looking at the power of this practice yes it encourages the food
production but remember you not only encouraging the food production there is also a total cost
of the subsidies can be very substantial by running into millions of dollars for some countries.
However, some varieties of production turn to resist chemicals but these subsidies still encourage
farmers greatly to relay of use of chemicals on their farms for different productions.Looking at
so called threats to environment, the more the treatment the less likely to be the natural fight. To
talk of brown plant hopper if treated with insecticides, actually suffered great damage. The more
that farmers sprayed, the less likely it was that the natural enemies of pests would survive. The
low cost of chemicals and cost of labor discourage traditional methods of pest control, which are
usually more labor-and time-consuming.

PERCEPCTIONS OF THE FARMER:
Farmer are the major core, the views and beliefs of the important not only to productions also to
the environmental care. Farmers are important, it is they after all who enact policies to reduce
pollution. Sometimes farmers incorrectly perceive both the pest problem and the means of
control available. Reducing these losses farmers have a tendency to overestimate both the worse
possible losses and the effectiveness of pesticide.
•

Let the farmer decide the best way of doing his job. Why to use chemicals,when as time
to use chemicals, which kind of chemicals to use and where to apply the chemicals. Etc.
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The costs of decision-making by treating all decisions according to a standard operating
procedure, for instance by spraying at pre-set times without regard for the level or
likelihood of the attack.
Check on the particular views about the pesticides themselves, rice farmers apply
synthetic pesticides believing that pesticides are progressive and modern, and that
powerful chemicals are a way of controlling one element of a hazardous environment.
Some of these practices produces occasional droughts, flooding’s as well as the pests.
Technical studies tell how the beliefs do not accord with surveys conducted on farmers'
fields, which suggest that at least half of sprayers do not benefit from increased yields.
Generally, they believe that higher frequencies of treatment are associated with higher
yields, and if they could afford it would apply according to a calendar schedule.

CUSTOMER PREFERENCES:
Another major cause of overuse is the need to protect high value crops, such as fruit and
vegetables, when the appearance of the product to the consumer is of considerable importance.
Such cosmetic control is particularly prevalent in some industrialized countries. Markets permit
buyers to select produce on the basis of appearance, and horticultural produce must sell itself or
be left on the shelf. In many countries the number of certified organic farms is growing
remarkably where farmers create requirements making it impossible to grow crops without using
pesticides. As a whole public most farmer see achievements looking at prices and profits as well
as Consumers are willing to pay the higher prices for organically-grown products that cost more
to produce.

CHALLENGES FOR AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT:
In most cases its African countries that potentially have problem in agricultural productions. For
instance, the central side of Malawi in Africa experience potential stresses and shocks arising
from productive agricultural activity that threaten environmental sustainability. The central goal
for development must be sustaining high levels of food production, ensuring that needs being the
basic are met, and minimizing the damage and social costs producing the pollution. Conservation
can take place everywherewithin natural resource base and ensure that its future use and
exploitation would not be compromised. Conflicts of suggestions give evidence as a challenge
increases food production has meant greater intensification, and by implication great changes in
the natural and social environment.Reducing hedge maintenance costs and producing small gains
in the area of cultivable land it is the result of the removal of hedgerows, woodlands and ponds
has reduced the costs to the individual farmer by cutting of time machines need to turn in the
now larger fields.

POPULATION CONTROL AND APPROCHES:
These approaches could be integrated and technological encompassed by agroforestry, integrated
pest management, integrated nutrient conservation, and soil and water conservation. Matching
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these conflicting goals strategies it is possible to enhance yields and reduce environmental
contamination.
Consequently, may fail to reach desired levels of adoption as to most farmers practice alley
cropping of leguminous trees amongst cereal crops. Some programs fail to be economically
viable to farmers despite proven scientific success.
1. The integrated approaches require a greater range of scientific knowledge and
understanding if all the apparently conflicting goals are to be met.
2. Integrated approaches require detailed local ecological and socio-economic information
on livelihood systems-who better to provide this than local people themselves.
The plans recommended holding the practice of irrigation in the fields for a set period after
application, and the recycling of irrigation water. These practices were rapidly adopted and are in
practices in number of areas, as a result, concentrations in drinking water rapidly fell. There is
nevertheless some evidence of success.
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